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Abstract
The purpose of the investigation was to find out the Analysis of UGC’s Grants in Sports Development of Senior Colleges of Vidarbha Region. The objective of the study about the adequacy of the UGC sports development grants received, some difficulties faced related problems to senior college, improvement in the facilities and contribution in the sports development. The researcher hypothesized that senior colleges has significant contribution in the sports development through UGC grants. In this study survey method was adopted for collection of relevant 10 colleges in the Vidarbha region receiving the UGC sports development grants are considered as the samples. Research tool used by questionnaire. Analysis of the study comparative assessment was done used Z test and find out result the significance level was chosen to be 0.05.
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Introduction:
Education is a fundamental human right, essential for the empowerment and development of an individual and the society as a whole. According to the UNESCO’s ‘Education for All Global Monitoring Report 2010 about 135 countries has constitutional provision for free and non-discriminatory education for all. In 1950, India made a Constitutional commitment to provide free and compulsory education to all children up to the age of 18. The 86th Constitutional amendment on 12th December 2002. The Constitution in order to introduce Right to Education as a fundamental right.

The basis of sports education or physical education starts in school. Sports education is a curriculum and instruction model designed to impart physical education programmers at the upper elementary, middle and high school level. It aims to provide children and youth with authentic and enjoyable sports experience. Sports education always complements academic learning as it develops the overall personality of the students greatly. A good sportsman is the one who learns to obey the rules of the game. Sports inculcate qualities like leadership, discipline, sharing, team work, honesty, team spirit, tolerance and many more among the students. With the passage of time, we see most of the schools are aware that education is not just academics, but extends to a holistic development of a child, and sports plays a vital role in it. Steps are taken to employ professional coaches in schools. Specific time is allotted to sports education and parents have also started getting involved by encouraging their children take up sports apart from studies. Sports are not only institutional competitive activity but also helps in educating the youths regarding their behavior and their qualities to help in their social and
emotional adjustment with the society at large irrespective of culture, religion or beliefs. It is not only recreational growth and development but also helps in integration of youth with the country’s social order.

**University Grant Commission**

The University Grants Commission (UGC) of India is a statutory organization set up by the Union government in 1956, charged with coordination, determination and maintenance of standards of university education. It provides recognition to universities in India, and disburses funds to such recognized universities and colleges. Prof. Ved Prakash, a noted academician and education administrator, is the incumbent Chairman of UGC, India. Its headquarters are in New Delhi, and six regional centers in Pune, Bhopal, Kolkata, Hyderabad, Guwahati and Bangalore.

**The prime functions of the University Grants Commission are as follows:**
- It provides funds to the various higher educational institutes.
- It carries out the function of co-ordination, determination and maintenance of standards in institutions of higher education.
- Determining and maintaining standards of teaching, examination and research in universities.
- Framing regulations on minimum standards of education.
- Monitoring developments in the field of collegiate and university education; disbursing grants to the universities and colleges.
- Serving as a vital link between the Union and state governments and institutions of higher learning.
- Advising the Central and State governments on the measures necessary for improvement of university education.

**Sports related Schemes and Programmed**

**Grants for Creation of Sports Infrastructure:**

Under this Scheme, the Ministry gives grants to State/UT Governments, Local Statutory Bodies and registered voluntary bodies active in the field of Sports for development of play fields, construction of Indoor/Outdoor Stadia facilities, Swimming pools, Water Sports infrastructure, Shooting ranges, and additional facilities in the existing Sports projects. In addition, the Ministry also assists State/UT Governments for construction of District/State Level sports Complexes. Financial assistance is rendered subject to the cost being shared between the Union Government and the sponsoring agencies/State Governments concerned in the ratio 75:25 in respect of Special Category States and Hill / Tribal Areas, and 50:50 in case of other areas. Central assistance is limited to the ceilings indicated in the scheme for different facilities. Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan / Navodya Vidyalaya Samiti / State / UT Administration will also be eligible to avail assistance upto Rs 5.00 lakhs for construction of certain facilities in their schools.
Grants to Rural Schools for Sports Equipment and Playground:-

Under this Scheme, the Ministry releases grants to Secondary /Senior Secondary Schools located in rural areas on fulfillment of conditions regarding availability of play field of a requisite size, having a regularly appointed physical education teacher etc. up to a maximum of Rs 1.50 lakhs for development of Play field and purchase of consumable /non consumable sports equipment. Only one School per year per Block and not exceeding two schools per Block during a plan period are provided assistance under this scheme.

Grant for Installation of Synthetic Playing Surfaces:-

The Ministry gives financial assistance to States/UTs/ State Sports Councils/Authorities, Sports Associations/Federations, Services/Railway Sports Control Board, Local Bodies, Universities/Colleges/Schools, Private/Public Sector Enterprises which are running Sports Academies and Sports Hostels. Assistance upto Rs1.00 crore or 50% of the estimated cost, whichever is less, is provided for laying or replacement of the Hockey surface and athletic track only.

Grants for Promotion of Sports in Universities and Colleges:-

The Ministry provides financial assistance to the Universities/Colleges for development of play grounds/construction of Indoor Stadium facilities in the ratio of 75:25 in the case of Special Category States and in the ratio of 50:50 to all other States subject to a certain ceiling. Financial Assistance is also given for purchase of Sports equipment upto a maximum ceiling of Rs 3.00 lakhs, Financial assistance is also provided to the Association of Indian Universities for holding Coaching/training camps of sports persons, inter university tournaments and participation in foreign tournaments.

Objectives of the Study

- To obtain information about the adequacy of the University Grant Commissions Sports Development Grants received by Vidarbha’s senior colleges.
- The difficulties faced by the senior colleges in obtaining the UGC sponsored Sports Development Grants.
- The utility of the UGC sponsored Sports Development Grants by the Senior Colleges.
- The information about the improvements in the facilities and amenities provided to the senior colleges under the UGC sponsored Sports Development Grants.
- To study the senior colleges (receiving the UGC sponsored Sports Development Grants) contribution in the sports development.

Methodology:-

For this study survey method was adopted for collected of relevant data, 10 randomly selected colleges in Vidharbha region there had already utilization UGC sports development grants. In the present research study questionnaire was used as the research tool. The development of the questionnaire was done in the direction of the supervisor and subject experts, colleges principals and professionals’ opinion was considered. For the development of the questionnaire selected books and literature was referred. The questions are placed
technically, standard, according to UGC norms and properly and the outline of the questionnaire is maintained straight and simple. In the present study questionnaire is used for the gathering of information.

**Procedure:**

The procedure of the present study before they gave their written consent and then got permission had been taken information about question and answers related to UGC sports development grants. The data was collected during the college timing to asked question principal of the college.

**Data Analysis:**

The data analysis of the study is presented after descriptive of the collected data. The results are presented using appropriate questions. The comparative assessment was done using ‘Z’ test, as well as the significance level was chosen to be 0.05.

**Results:**

Data was performed with the descriptive and result and conclusion mention in below:

*Grants to maintain the standard of the of the colleges, Integrating Coordination, Identifying the economic needs of the college*

- It is observed that majority of the principal and professors of Vidarbha’s senior colleges are aware about determining and maintaining the colleges standard. colleges are uncertain about integrating coordination between college and the UGC. The UGC’s identifying the economic needs of the colleges and then providing grants to the colleges.

*Research and development work the plan period and plan fund is made available by the commission. Committees for suggesting improvisation in the Colleges sports environment are appointed by the UGC. The grant received by the University is for the time period of five years each.*

- It is observed that majority of the principal and professors of Vidarbha’s senior colleges are aware about the plan period and plan fund made available by the UGC for the Research and Development work. Committees are appointed by the UGC for suggesting improvisation in the Colleges sports environment. Colleges are aware about the grant received by the universities is for the time period of five years each.

*Every University submits the work schedule for the next five years in the beginning of the five year time period to the UGC. The grant is being used properly or not is checked by the UGC and Construction of Hostels for the students.*

- It is finding that majority of the principal and professors of Vidarbha’s senior colleges are not aware that every University submits the work schedule for the next five years in the beginning of the five year time period to the UGC. Colleges do not know whether the grant is being used properly or not is checked by the UGC and not received grant for the construction of students’ hostels.

*To organize discussions and conferences for the Professors, To pay honorarium to the renowned Professors, The UGC should motivate colleges for summer training and E. activities, Construction of*
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Academic staff colleges for the professors’ evocation. Bi-monthly magazine of UGC giving information about the UGC’s programs and schemes.
• It is observed that as per majority of the principal of Vidarbha’s senior colleges the colleges have received grant for organizing the discussions and conferences for the professors. paying honorarium to the renowned professors. Conducting summer trainings and E. activities and construction of Academic staff colleges for professors’ evocation. Colleges are not aware about the Bi monthly magazine of UGC giving information about the UGC’s programs and schemes.

UGC has established the university and college development council. Professional code of conduct. Determining the minimum eligibility requirement for the various categories of Lecturers.
• On the basis of the study results it is observed that majority of the professors of Vidarbha’s senior colleges have information about the UGC’s establishment of university and college development council for the development of University affiliated colleges. Unaware about the professional code of conduct. Colleges are aware that the UGC determines the minimum eligibility requirement for the various categories of Lecturers.

Players sports participation level due to the UGC’s grant. Impact of UGC’s grants on player’s motivation. Effect of UGC’s grant on performance of players. Information in relation to the participation in various sports competition with the UGC’s grant.
• On the basis of the study results it is observed that as per majority of the principal of Vidarbha’s senior colleges the player’s level of sports participation has increased due to the UGC’s grant. The players are motivated to participate and achieve proficiency in various sports due to the UGC’s grant. But no remarkable difference in the players National and International performance with the UGC’s grant. The participation in various sports competition has increased under the UGC’s grant.

Adequacy of grant received by the senior colleges. The problem faced by the senior colleges in acquiring the UGC grant for the Sports Development. The development in the sports facilities and amenities in colleges due to the UGC’s Sports Development Grant. Growth in the sports sector due to UGC’s help. Improvement in the economic conditions of the players due to the UGC’s help and their performance in sports sector.
• On the basis of the study results it is observed that as per majority of the professors and principal of Vidarbha’s senior colleges the available UGC grant is not adequate for the expected sports development. Colleges have to facings many problems in acquiring the UGC grant for the Sports Development. The sports facilities and amenities due to the UGC’s Sports Development Grant. Colleges there are improvement in the economic conditions of the players due to the UGC’s help and their performance in sports sector.

The sports development fund allotted by the UGC and UGC Efforts for Sports development. Development of local sports with UGC’s economic help.
• On the basis of the study results it is observed that as per majority of the professors of Vidarbha’s senior colleges the fund that is provided by the UGC for the sports development is inadequate. The UGC’s efforts for sports development are insufficient. Colleges the development of local sports has expedited with UGC’s economic help.
Various games form has become adventurous and attractive due the help for the sports development done by the UGC. Best quality sports person are created with the help of UGC. The colleges receive support of UGC and sports department for the player’s sports development.

• On the basis of the study results it is observed that as per majority of the principal and professors of Vidarbha’s senior colleges the various games form have become adventurous and attractive due the sports development help done by the UGC. Colleges receive support of UGC and sports department for the player’s sports development.

Hypotheses Testing

The UGC’s Sports Development Grants received by Vidarbha’s senior colleges is not adequate and colleges face many difficulties in obtaining the UGC’s sports Development Grants. UGC’s Sports Development Grant is properly utilized by the senior colleges.

• In the present research work on the basis of the statistical analysis it is observed that the UGC’s Sports Development Grants received by Vidarbha’s senior colleges are not adequate. Thus, the Hypothesis, which states that “The UGC’s Sports Development Grants received by Vidarbha’s senior colleges is not adequate” and also “colleges face many difficulties in obtaining the UGC’s sports Development Grants” is accepted.

There is remarkable improvement in the college facilities and amenities due to the UGC’s Sports Development Grants. And The UGC’s Sports Development Grants received by the senior colleges has significant contribution in the sports development.

• In the present research work on the basis of the statistical analysis it is observed that the there is remarkable improvement in the college facilities and amenities due to the UGC’s Sports Development Grants. Thus, the Hypothesis, which states that “There is remarkable improvement in the college facilities and amenities due to the UGC’s Sports Development Grants.” And “The UGC’s Sports Development Grants received by the senior colleges has significant contribution in the sports development.” is accepted.

Conclusions:

Over all observation results of concluded that to help UGC to maintain the standard of the college and find out economical needs of the colleges. All the financial right on constitutional level UGC. Colleges are aware about the plan and fund made available by the UGC for the research work and also develop laboratories an libraries. UGC also fund provided to colleges conferences, seminars, expert or guest lectures, Bi-monthly magazine and travel allowances to the professors. Players sports participations gain to the UGC grants because players motivation created, players performances gain also but depends to development in the sports facilities and aminities in college and students change the attitude towards sports sector. To speed up the senior colleges efforts for sports development with the help of UGC.
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